Cyber Security in China: New Political Leadership Focuses on Boosting National Security
Restructuring internet regulation. Placing restrictions on foreign software. Developing the PRC's own IT standards.
by Hauke Johannes Gierow
MAIN FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS


China’s President and Party leader Xi Jinping has made cyber security a
focal point in government work. Key high-ranking officials from numerous
political sectors are involved in preparing and implementing cyber-security
policy.



The Chinese government considers foreign software to be a potential threat
to national security. Chinese businesses are encouraged to use domestic
software, even though approved Chinese alternatives frequently do not
perform as well and are not always as secure as Western products.



Up until now, China has not pursued a coherent cyber security strategy. The
lack of concentrated decision-making authority has resulted in inconsistent
implementation of cyber security and in power struggles among various
ministries.



The Chinese government's wish to regulate internet security as uniformly
and comprehensively as possible conflicts with the security needs of
individual internet users. Security gaps in mandatory (standard) software
that users are forced to employ can become systemic points of penetration
for hackers and malware.



Xi Jinping has made the State Council Internet Information Office the key
actor in the country's cyber security policy. Lu Wei, Head of the State Council



Beijing is steadily enlarging its radius of action in its cyber security policy.
Developing internal security standards is certainly costly, but China is in fact
becoming increasingly independent of the foreign IT industry.

Internet Information Office, is becoming increasingly prominent in internet
policy.
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1

"No

National

Security

without

Cyber

Security."

Communist Party of China, and Zhou Xiaochuan,
Governor of the People's Bank of China.2

"No national security without cyber security" (没有

2 Cyber Security – an Executive Responsibility



boosting broadband expansion in China,
particularly in rural areas;



developing Chinese security technology;



tightening control of the internet to "uphold

网络安全就没有国家安全), said President Xi Jinping

good morals in the Net";

to the state-run news agency Xinhua in April 2014.1

2.1 Basic Principles of Cyber Security Policy



The current leadership in Beijing clearly affords
cyber security greater significance than only a few

The government in Beijing has been occupied with

researching
next-generation
networks (5G);



years ago. The Chinese government is increasingly
resorting to protectionist measures to improve

the issue of cyber security for more than ten years:
as early as 2003, the "National Coordinating Small

expanding
China.4

cyber security.
The Chinese government perceives software by
Western manufacturers as a threat to national

Group for Cyber and Information Security"(全国网

In addition, critical infrastructures are going to be

络与信息安全协调小组) developed the first Chinese

cyber security strategy. What is referred to as

protected and Chinese cryptographic standards
developed in order to guarantee cyber security.5

security. Therefore, its use in China is strictly

"Document 27" ("Opinions of the Leading Group for
Strengthening Information Security Assurance

2.2 Power Struggles over Cyber Security

regulated. The international implications of this

e-government

mobile

services

in

regimentation are already becoming apparent.
Chinese cyber security policy in general has the

Work", 国家信息化领导小组关于加强信息安全保障工作

potential to alter the global market for IT products

decisions which are still shaping policy today.

Continually changing accountabilities and the
dissolution of the first Leading Group in 2008 have

and services fundamentally.
China's government is currently taking concrete

Development of the cyber security policy has
continued since Document 27 was enacted. The

resulted in a lack of concentration of decisionmaking competence in recent years. Some

steps to enhance cyber security: in the spring of
2014, it founded the "Central Cyber Security and

PRC's current cyber security strategy originates
from 2012 ("Opinion of the State Council

ministries have attempted to fill this vacuum to

Informatization Leading Group" (中央网络安全和信息
化领导小组). The fact that Xi Jinping has assumed

Concerning Forcefully Moving Informatization
Development
Forward
and
Realistically

leadership of this group illustrates the importance

Guaranteeing Information Security", 国务院关于大力

of the issue to the Chinese government. Xi is

推进信息化发展和切实保障信息安全的若干意见).3

backed by Premier Li Keqiang, Liu Yunshan, First
Secretary of the Central Secretariat of the

This strategy defines a relatively broad range of

put their own interests first. 6
For example, to this day, different ministries have

objectives:

different security standards parallel to one another.
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的 意 见 ) laid the foundation for several policy

secure their own position in the increasingly
important field of Internet regulation. Measures
enacted by the political sector have not been
implemented consistently as individual ministries

Companies trying to sell their technology to these

Cyber

Leading

Communist Party, he summoned representatives

ministries must undergo complex certification

Group", which was called into being by President

of local propaganda bureaus and councils for

procedures and adapt their software wherever
necessary in each particular case. Smaller IT start-

and Party leader Xi Jinping in 2014, brings highranking officials together with representatives of

internet information as well as representatives of
businesses and media from all of China for

ups in particular cannot afford this – many of them
are therefore refraining from entering this quite

widely varying ministries (including representatives
from the Ministries of Finance, Education and

"discussions

lucrative public market sector. This is hampering
the development of a strong Chinese IT sector.

Culture as well as the National Development and
Reform Commission).

Conflicts arise not only over responsibilities, but

The Leading Group is not an executive entity, but

also over the issue of how far internet censorship
should go. In the opinion of various decision-

rather, it develops guidelines for the PRC's cyber
security policy. Several members intentionally

makers and local officials, strict control is hindering
China's economic development. Voices within the

belong to several parallel groups such as the
"Central Leading Group for Comprehensively

government disagree on the "right balance". This
conflict becomes apparent in the new free-trade

Deepening Reforms" ( 中央全面深化改革领导小组 ,

zones, for instance. Press reports from Hong Kong

is intended to enhance transparency
encourage mutual cooperation.

indicate that internet censorship was originally to
have been waived completely in the new financial

Security

and

Informatization

further

juridification

of

(谈推进网络空间法治化).9

Fig. 1: Pioneers of China's Cyber-Security Policy.
By Hauke Gierow

and

The close connection of the Leading Group to the
State Council Internet Information Office

Local decision-makers from Shenzhen, in turn,
announced that the free-trade zone Qianhai is

(now also called Cyberspace Administration of

going to waive internet

the

see MERICS China Monitor 13). This overlapping

free-trade zone in Shanghai. However, top officials
denied this report later before state-run media.

censoring.7

cyberspace"

on

China, 国家互联网信息办公室 ) is also expected to
enable rapid implementation of guidelines and
laws.8

2.3 Prioritizing Cyber Security under Xi

Its chairman, Lu Wei, also heads the taskforce of
the Leading Group and acts as coordinator of cyber

Several political actors are working on developing

security policy. Immediately following the 4th
Plenary Session of the Central Committee of the

the state's cyber security policy. The "Central
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The example shows that Xi Jinping has
advanced

the

State

Council

Internet

Information Office to the key actor of the PRC's

Information Security, 信息安全等级保护管理办法; a

The General Staff Division of the People's

cyber security policy.

more detailed analysis is in Section 3).

Liberation Army ( 中国人民解放军总参谋部 ) mainly

The high-echelon membership of the new
Leading Group and the coordinating role

The Ministry for Industry and Informatization (中华

provides information about cyber attacks.

played by the State Council Internet Information
Office send out strong signals within the

with the private sector.

political system: the Chinese government has

Fig. 2: Key Actors in Cyber-Security Policy. By Hauke Gierow and Lea Shih

recognized the importance of the topic and intends
to eliminate existing deficits in the coming years.
The prominent positions now held by many earlier
pioneers of the PRC's cyber security policy also
pave the way for new concepts (see Fig.1).
2.4 Security Sector Taking Responsibility
For the most part, in everyday work routines,
the ministries responsible for cyber-security
policy are those that already deal with securityrelated issues: the Ministry for Public Security (中
华人民共和国公安部) is responsible for the areas of

cybercrime, infrastructure security and – in
collaboration with the Central Commission for State
Secrets (中共中央保密委员会, identical with the
National Bureau for State Secrets, 国家保密局) –
the Multi-Level Protection Scheme, or MLPS
(actually Regulations on Classified Protection of
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人民共和国工业和信息化部) coordinates cooperation

It supports the Central Commission for State

MLPS since 2008 to develop a process that

development of parallel IT standards such as

Secrets in the operation of classified government

provides IT security regulations categorized in

WAPI for WLAN encryption and the alternative

networks. Fig. 2 provides a detailed overview of the
actors and their responsibilities.

different security levels. They apply to:

mobile telecommunications technology TDSCMA.

3 Security Concerns or Industrial Policy?



private users and small companies (levels
1 and 2),



businesses in strategically important
sectors (finance, infrastructure and others;

No. Criterion for security-related IT products

level 3)

1

3.1 The Multi-Level Protection Scheme (MLPS)


at the Heart of the Cyber Security Policy

and public authorities (levels 4 and 5).

Figure 3 provides an overview of the criteria.11

security policy is to develop a high-powered
domestic IT industry in order to stifle potential

The regulations have already had a drastic impact

threats from foreign software. The MLPS is

on Western companies: Microsoft can no longer

meant to help ward off this hazard.

sell its Windows operating system to Chinese

2

public

officials, and manufacturers of anti-virus software

authorities or strategically important companies
must increase their deployment of technologies
developed by Chinese citizens or companies. This
is expected to prevent foreign governments

such as Kaspersky and Symantec no longer have
access to companies in security level 3.

from gaining access to classified information
through back doors. The criteria for this

companies that are in compliance with the socalled fundamental IT protection lists of the Federal

originated from the certification process for

Office for Information Security (BSI). The Common

"Document 27", which was published in 2003. Its
application has been expanded continuously over

Criteria are similar regulations made at an
international level.12
However, China purposefully distances itself
from
existing
international
agreements.

crucial

to

security such

as

the last few years.10
The Ministry for Public Security and the Office for
Protection of State Secrets have been using the
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Germany also has detailed regulations for secure
IT products. Public IT contracts are only granted to

Instead,

Beijing

has

invested

in

The product was developed by Chinese
citizens, legal entities or companies with state
participation.

The key feature of current Chinese cyber

Sectors

Fig. 3: Criteria of the MLPS from level 3

the

China owns the intellectual property for key
components of the technology.

3

Persons involved in the production process
have no criminal record at all.

4

No back doors or Trojan horses have been
built into the products.

5

The products pose no risk to national
security,

public

order

or

public

interests.
6

The software is certified for requirements of
national security.

At the same time, the PRC applies the defined
security criteria far more broadly than industrialized
Western countries. Banks and other important
companies in Germany and the United States also

have to meet IT standards, but the regulations

American hardware and software products, for

Chinese IT companies have profited from the

there are less detailed and not categorized as

espionage purposes. According to press reports,

conflicts: the stock values of various companies

strictly. Moreover, up to now, no country has ever
been barred entirely from supplying IT products.

NSA employees even constructed these
weaknesses intentionally, for instance in routers

such as Yonyou and Inspur rose considerably in
2014.

Protectionist tendencies are recognizable not only
in China, however, but also in the USA.

made by IT company CISCO.

Seen from the Chinese government's perspective,
restricting foreign software in sectors crucial to
security is justifiable: operating systems and virus
scanners in particular are potential weak spots and
can permit virtually unlimited access to computers
and server systems.
3.2 International Conflicts over IT Equipment
For years the United States has accused China of
state-supported industrial espionage. The conflict
escalated in the summer of 2014, when the
American Justice Department prosecuted five
alleged IT spies from China. In an indignant
response, the leadership in Beijing alleged that the
accusations were contrived.13
At this point, in light of the disclosures made by
American whistle-blower Edward Snowden, the
surveillance measures undertaken by the NSA also
played into the hands of the Chinese government.
Last year, they revealed that the US government
had targeted weaknesses, including those in
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Fig. 4: An overview of the Multi-Level Protection Scheme. By Hauke Gierow. Source: footnote 10.

One reason for this was that in response to the

tests are to be extended to other financial
term.15

security gaps to spy on all computers equipped in

American activities, the Chinese government

institutions in the medium

announced that the MLPS criteria would be applied
more strictly and that promotion of the Chinese IT

4 Why Increased Surveillance and Control Do

protested loudly about the obligatory installation. In

not Mean Increased Security: the Example of
Green Dam

software for security reasons. As early as 2013,
President Obama signed an act into law that

the end, the government withdrew the regulation
only a few months after it had gone into effect. The
companies that produced Green Dam have

More state control of the internet does not

meanwhile gone bankrupt.16

prohibits acquisition of Chinese technology by

necessarily mean more security for citizens.

This example goes to show that forced installation

American federal authorities. Private US
companies are also encouraged to refrain from

The introduction of software called Green Dam in

using Chinese technology.

software to enhance juvenile protection in the Net
had begun in 2008 by order of the MIIT. It was

of uniform software can create an acute security
problem. If all systems use the same software, then
they are all vulnerable whenever errors occur. The
Chinese government's wish to regulate internet

3.3 Rules Are Detrimental to Competitiveness

supposed to block pornographic content
automatically. On instructions from the MIIT,

security as uniformly and comprehensively as
possible conflicts with the security needs of

Stricter application of the MLPS sometimes

companies were required to equip all computers

individual internet users.

causes problems for Chinese companies. The
reason for this is that technologies from the home

sold in the People's Republic of China with this
program as of 1 July 2009. Computers in German

5 Conclusion

country often do not offer users the same degree of
sophistication that US products provide; sometimes

schools also have comparable applications
installed on them, but this is not mandatory.

The Chinese leadership is using its influence on all

even important functions are missing.
The Chinese government is willing to accept

In 2009, critics in China objected that the software
further increases already stringent internet
censorship as Green Dam also blocks websites

relevant institutions concerned with network
regulation to implement extensive projects such as

take place overnight, even in China: at the China

that are critical of the government. Chinese ITsecurity experts also found serious security gaps

Postal Savings Bank, servers made by IBM are
currently being replaced on a trial basis with

which, due to the required pre-installation of the
program, allowed hackers to take advantage of the

been a lack of political leadership necessary to
enforce the measures decided upon.
The current government has recognized this
deficit. Together with the new Leading Group

market would continue.14
The United States also limits imports of Chinese

the disadvantages for companies and the high
cost of adaptation. Conversion of IT systems can't

products by the Chinese company Inspur. These
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2009 illustrated this fact. Development of the

this way.
Not only Netizens, but also companies therefore

the MLPS. In the last few years, however, there has

and the strengthened role of the State Council

Internet Information Office , the government is

software products – and could ultimately damage the

taking concrete steps to improve internet

competitiveness of America's IT industry.

security. Experts, however, are not sure if the sole
use of nationally created software will indeed

China's build-up of its own IT industry will

enhance cyber security.

cause a major shift in existing global structures
in the coming years. The highly focused industrial

Over the last few years, though, problems in
implementing cyber security policy have not been
restricted to China alone. Other countries are also
experiencing difficulties, albeit in different areas. In
Germany, for example, cyber security still is not a central
political issue. Measures enacted by the federal

policy in support of the IT sector and the exports of

government such as introducing a "no spying" provision
or setting up a new, independent communications
network for the federal government alone are considered
by IT experts and public authorities such as the German
Federal Audit Office to be half-hearted and ineffective. 17
In the United States, too, there has hardly been any
movement at all in cyber security policy for years.
Experts blame this on the close connection of private
companies from the IT security sector with employees of
the Administration, among other things.18The decisionmaking discretion available to the US government is
limited by the importance of the IT sector – the United
States cannot publicly question the security of its own
technologies. Since no-one listened to them, several
“Cyber Security Tzars” in the White House have already
resigned. 19 Edward Snowden's disclosures have
escalated the debate on the security of American
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Chinese technologies to partner countries in Africa
and Asia have the potential of challenging and
curtailing the dominance of the USA that has
prevailed up to now in the IT industry.
Foreign companies must therefore expect a
growing number of obstacles on the Chinese
software market. If the present trend towards
tightening Chinese security standards continues,
the business environment will become even more
problematical, particularly for US suppliers.
Several software producers from Europe such
as SAP do not appear to have been affected by
this situation very much up to now, probably
because their products are still indispensable
for many Chinese companies.
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